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MSU Student Service Projects
Three teams of MSU Natural Resources students agreed to complete a variety of
projects for the Clinton County Parks and Green Space Commission in order to meet
requirements for their course. The teams managed to solve a number of issues at both
parks while gaining some hands-on experience on what it is like to be a park and
recreation professional.
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Clinton Lakes Beach Cleanup
A team of students removed old mining debris, large rocks, and weeds from the
unimproved Clinton Lakes beach area in order to prepare it for a sand installation
project that is slated to take place in the near future. This valuable prep work will
ensure that visitors are able to enjoy the beach area without having to worry
about any objects and
debris in the sand that was
left from the former gravel
operation. The students also
used the larger rocks to fill
in an erosion gulley to stop
the flow of sediment into
Little Clinton Lake. The
team also prepped the
pavilion picnic tables for
staining and started building
additional bluebird boxes to
be placed throughout the
park.

Scale-house Repainting
Another team of MSU students
applied two layers of paint to the
old mining scale-house in order to
match the paint scheme of other
buildings at the park. The team
was able to make a drastic change
in a short amount of time and
furthered the scale-house
repurposing efforts put in by the
park staff during the season.
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Trail Preparation
The final student did a trail
survey on an area in the
northern section of Clinton
Lakes Park to remove any
large obstructions and outline
a space to serve as a
lookout/picnic area on top of
the large hill west of Little
Clinton Lake. The Clinton
County Buildings and
Grounds Department was
able to use this information
to add a long trail addition
that allows users to travel
further north into the park
and enjoy some excellent
views. The trail additions will
be mapped using GPS and
put into a trail map/brochure.
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Park Facilities Closed for the
Season
The park staff members
completed the shutdown tasks at
Motz Park on 9/22. The Buildings
and Grounds Department has
already started winterizing the
facilities and will continue to mow
the grounds until later in the fall.
The park is still open to the public
but parking will be shifted to the
northern gravel lot and the
Clinton Lakes lot.

Phragmites Control
Owen Tree Service completed the spraying
of Phragmites at both Motz and Clinton
Lakes Park. The plants are already showing
signs of deterioration and should be dead
before they go to seed. The park staff will
continue to monitor the progress and
ensure that all plants were sprayed.

Other Duties Assigned to the Coordinator:
-MIS/GIS Request for Proposal

---------- Nothing Follows ----------

